Abstract. Hosoya polynomial counts finite sequences of distances in a graph G; more exactly, it counts the number of points/atoms lying at a given distance in G. The polynomial coefficients are calculable by means of layer/shell matrices. Shell matrix operator enables the transformation of any square matrix in the corresponding layer/shell matrix, thus generalizing the local property counting according to its distribution by the distances in G. This represents the "Hosoya-Diudea" generalized counting polynomial. We applied this theory to several hypothetical nanostructures with icosahedral symmetry.
Introduction
Let G(V,E) be a connected molecular graph, without directed and multiple edges and without loops, the vertex and edge-sets of which being represented by V(G) and E(G), respectively. Let's next define the k th layer/shell of vertices v lying at distance k with respect to the reference vertex i as:
. The collection of all its layers defines the partition of G with respect to i:
with ecc i being the eccentricity of i (i.e., the largest distance from i to the other vertices in G).
Layer Matrices. The entries in a layer matrix (of a vertex property)
LM, are defined as: 
LM .The
Layer matrix LM is a collection of the above defined entries:
with d(G) being the diameter of the graph or the largest distance in G.
Shell Matrices. The entries in a shell matrix ShM are defined as:
where M is any square topological matrix. Any other operation over the square matrix entries   v i, M can be used. The shell matrix is a collection of the above defined entries:
ShM is just the diagonal entries in the info matrix M.
An index of centrality 2, 5 C(BM) is calculated on these matrices (B=L; Sh) as:
Counting Polynomials. Define a distance-based counting polynomial as: 
The aim of this work is to apply the generalized Hosoya-Diudea polynomials in counting face/ring surrounding atoms and their shelldistances distribution in three hypothetical nanostructures with icosahedral symmetry.
Results and Discussion
The generalized Hosoya-Diudea polynomials will be calculated on cuboctahedron (as a simple structure to illustrate some matrices and Polynomial examples on cuboctahedron. To exemplify the main matrices 1, 9 used in deriving the main results, we have chosen the semiregular polyhedron named cuboctahedron ( Figure 1 ). In Table 1 , the adjacency A matrix (with entries 1 if two vertices are connected by one edge and zero, otherwise) and the distance DI matrix, counting the number of edges on the shortest path joining any two vertices in G, the diagonal elements being zero, are exemplified. is calculated as:
Remark the relations between the H(LC,x) and Sh(DI,x) polynomials, at the bottom of Table 2 ; the most interesting relation (providing a new topological index) is:
D being the vector of distances (D=1, 2,..). polynomials, at the bottom of Table 2 ; the most interesting relation (providing a new topological index) is:
D being the vector of distances (D=1, 2,..).
From these relations, we can write the general polynomial interchanging relations (even ifthe LM and M matrices, encoding the same topological property,are not counted) and the general formula for the new "Shell-Matrix" index:
Keeping in mind the above results, the Hosoya-Diudea polynomials for LM = LR (R being the count of rings around each of the points/atoms in the graph/molecule) is written below, in the case of Cuboctahedron (Table 3) .
For other properties of Hosoya-Diudea polynomials see refs.
12,13 Table 4 . Polynomials and vertex equivalence classes (by layer matrix of rings LR around vertices; signature as vertex centrality) in three hyperdodecahedral nanostructures (see Figure 1 ). Figure 1 ; the results are listed in Table 4 . In case of H(LR,x), the count at D=0 (i.e., the first term) is also given and it is useful in checking the topology of the cages: 
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Conclusions
The polynomial coefficients in Hosoya-Diudea generalized polynomials are calculable from layer/shell matrices, as implemented in the TOPOCLUJ software program. We applied this theory to three hypothetical nanostructures with icosahedral symmetry. New relations among the topological parameters were established. Such polynomial description can be useful in structure elucidation analysis and as an alternative to the crystallographic description.
